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Abstract

Objective: To examine whether the discussion of illness representations and action plans during medical encounters affects the way patients and

general practitioners (GPs) communicate.

Methods: In a quasi-experimental design, 10 GPs first performed care-as-usual conversations with patients. After a 6 h training they performed

consultations either emphasizing patients’ illness representations or action plans. Data were collected from 70 videotaped consultations with

hypertensive patients, which were analyzed using the Roter Interaction Analysis System.

Results: Compared with care-as-usual consultations, communication in the action plan condition resulted in an increased discussion of lifestyle

issues whereas communication in the illness representation condition resulted in more discussion of patient concerns. In both experimental

conditions the proportion of affective GP utterances was higher while patients contributed more to the conversation. When GPs changed their

communication style, patients did accordingly.

Conclusion: The explicit address of illness representations or action plans during consultations results in more attention to patient concerns and

lifestyle issues and an overall improvement in patient–GP communication in terms of affective atmosphere and patient involvement.

Practice implications: These findings show that after a brief training GPs are able to change their communication style in a way that allows for a

more thorough consideration of patient self-management.

# 2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although patient beliefs have been shown to affect a variety

of responses to illness (e.g., self-management and adherence)

[1,2,3], such beliefs are rarely discussed during medical

consultations [4,5]. In a similar vein, general practitioners often

urge patients to adhere to the prescribed regimen but they rarely

discuss specific patient behaviors that are required to become

more adherent [3]. Both patient beliefs (‘illness representa-

tions’) and plans for implementing health behavior (‘action

plans’) are the essential components of Leventhal’s self-

regulatory model of illness, which aims to explain patients’

responses to illness from the cognitive representations patients

hold about their medical condition [1,2]. Although considerable

research efforts have been spent on this model, insight is

lacking into the way patients and general practitioners

communicate about these issues during consultations. Still,

knowing how doctor–patient communication can facilitate the

discussion of illness representations and action plans during

medical encounters is important because it may subsequently

promote the discussion of self-management and adherence

[2]—both issues that are rarely a topic of explicit consideration

during medical encounters.

Previous research has demonstrated that patients hold

strong, sometimes medically incorrect, beliefs about the nature

of their physical condition. These beliefs are derived from

various sources like patients’ own experience with illness or the

media and allow patients to identify the meaning of their

illness. Five main domains of illness representations have been

identified: (1) identity or disease label (e.g., ‘chronic high blood

pressure’) with associated emotions (‘it makes me afraid’) and

symptoms (‘trembling, headaches’); (2) timeline, reflecting
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patients’ expectations about the duration of the condition and

its characteristic course (acute, chronic, or episodic); (3)

patient’s expectations about the physical, social, economic and

emotional consequences of disease; (4) cause, reflecting the

causal attributions about how one gets the disease (e.g., stress or

viral agents); (5) beliefs about cure or controllability of the

condition [1,2,6,7]. Two additional types of representations that

are often considered are medication representations (e.g.,

worry about side-effects) and lifestyle representations (e.g.,

mixing up a healthy diet with dieting) [8]. Leventhal’s model

states that illness representations guide the development of so-

called action plans, which comprise the planning of a response

to illness into one’s daily routines [9,10].

Despite their importance for the way patients manage their

physical condition, illness representations are rarely discussed

during medical consultations. This may, on the one hand, relate

to patients’ reluctance to express their views of illness in the

presence of the physician because they believe their own ideas

differ from medical views (e.g., when they have an aversion

against medication use) [11]. On the other hand, it may relate to

physicians being unfamiliar with discussing such private issues

like patients’ beliefs about illness or being hesitant to advise

how a medical treatment should be implemented in patients’

lives. Physicians may also feel uncomfortable in telling patients

that patients’ ideas disagree with medical knowledge. Patients

may interpret this as a lack of attention to their perspective. In

turn, physicians may feel frustrated because they are not

‘getting through’ to the patient [12]. Therefore, any effort to

find out which communication strategies facilitate a discussion

about patients’ ideas and actions plans is highly recommended.

Such an explicit consideration of illness representations and

action plans may promote communication beyond the mere

exchange of medical information and facilitate patients’

contribution to communication. As better communication

between patients and general practitioners (GPs) has been

shown to be the most important factor in promoting patient

adherence to the prescribed regimen, finding ways to improve

communication is of utmost importance.

Discussing illness representations and action plans during

medical consultations is expected to require more active patient

participation [13,14]. This study aims to investigate (1) what

clusters of communication behaviors can be discerned in GPs

who have been trained in discussing illness representations or

action plans during medical visits with hypertensive patients

and (2) if patient communication behaviors change accordingly

as a result of GPs altered communication behavior.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design and participants

This study employs a quasi-experimental design in which

communication about illness representations or action plans was

manipulated in two separate conditions. Both conditions use a

semi-structured protocol to ensure that relevant issues are

covered (see Appendix A; details of the training program are

discussed in a previous study [3]). The first condition (‘discussing

illness representations’) highlights patients’ cognitive represen-

tations that might hinder adherence and provides the GP with a

protocol that covers the main domains of illness representations

as found in hypertension literature [15–17] within the format of

the Dutch general practitioners standard for hypertension

treatment [18]. The second experimental condition (‘discussing

action plans’) addresses the management of affect and self-

efficacy as well as the ability to plan action for performing the

required self-management behaviors. In both experimental

consultations, physicians were required to employ a consultation

duration of 15 min maximum. A care-as-usual consultation was

added as a control condition. According to the literature, during

care-as-usual consultations physicians employ a strategy of

emphasizing the importance of following the prescription

regimen and provide medical information [19,20]. GP trainees

first performed care-as-usual consultations (Condition 0),

followed by one of the experimental conditions (either Condition

1 or Condition 2). The experimental design of the study is

presented in Fig. 1. The criteria about informed consent and

anonymity were met according to the Medical Ethics Committee

of the local University Medical Center.

Data were collected from 70 videotaped consultations with 10

GP trainees (8 female; age range 28–31 years). All consultations

focused on patients’ hypertension control. TheGP trainees hadon

average 3 years of occupational experience as a physician, of

which 1 year as a GP trainee. The consultations were system-

atically observed by two observers blinded for the three

conditions.

Table 1 presents the distribution of patient characteristics

amongst the three conditions. Patient characteristics did not

differ between groups, except for occupation: patients in

Condition 2 more often had a full-time job.

2.2. Measures

Discussing illness representations and action plans (DIRAP).

To determine whether GPs adhered to the experimental protocol

we observed communication during consultations using the

DIRAP coding system. This system was designed and piloted

using a set of 36 videotaped consultations about hypertension by

GPs participating in the EUROCOM project [21]. The final

DIRAP used in the current study contains eight mutually

Fig. 1. Experimental design of the study.
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exclusive clusters (see Appendix B), relating to five major illness

representations (identity, timeline, consequences, cause, and

control-or-cure), two specific illness representation categories

(medication and lifestyle representations), and action plans. The

categories control-or-cure and lifestyle had disappointing inter-

rater reliability (IRR) scores (r < .60). Therefore, these two

scales were excluded from further analyses. The overall average

IRR of the remaining scales was .75 (range .62–.92).

The Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS). RIAS was

used to analyze the verbal communication during consultation.

The 16-cluster version of RIAS [22,23] is a system with proven

content and discriminant validity [24]. RIAS distinguishes

between affective and instrumental verbal utterances on the part

of the doctor and the patient. Each verbal utterance is coded into

one of these mutually exclusive categories. Affective categories

refer to communication required to establish a therapeutically

effective relationship, such as social talk, signs of agreement or

understanding, providing comfort and reassurance, and show-

ing empathy, concern and understanding. Instrumental com-

munication categories refer to those communication aspects

which primarily focus on solving problems: for example,

providing information or advice and asking questions about

medical or psychosocial/lifestyle topics. The overall average

IRR for categories that were observed in at least 2% of the total

amount of utterances [25] was .97. Physician categories had a

mean IRR of .97 (range .70–.97) while the average IRR for

patient categories was also .97 (range .70–.98).

Non-verbal behavior. One particular type of non-verbal

behavior is patient-directed gaze, referring to the time the GP

looks directly into the patient’s face. Patient-directed gaze is

associated with affective verbal behavior and instrumental

behavior on psychosocial topics [26]. Patient-directed gaze was

measured and adjusted for the time the GP was in sight. The

overall IRR of the duration of patient-directed gaze was .99.

The duration of the physical examination and interruptions

(e.g., telephone calls) was measured and subtracted from the

total consultation time to calculate consultation length.

Patient characteristics. As communication between patient

and GP may be influenced by patients’ background, patients

were asked to complete a questionnaire sent by mail about a

week before the consultation (see Table 1), including socio-

demographic measures (sex, age, education, and employment)

and medical information (health status, duration of anti-

hypertensive medication, and adherence).

2.3. Data analyses

RIAS categories were measured in frequency of utterances.

DIRAP and non-verbal categories were measured in duration of

utterances. To control for potential differences in lengths of

visits, scores were divided by total occurrences of commu-

nication categories. Although the 70 videotaped consultations

might not be independent because of systematic variation at the

level of the physician the intra-class correlation proved to be

non-significant, indicating that the consultations can be

considered as independent observations.1

Differences between the three conditions on the main

dependent variables concerning the quality of patient–

physician communication (as measured by RIAS and

patient-directed gaze) were analyzed with multivariate analysis

of variance for general linear modeling (Multivariate-GLM)

[27]. Next to multivariate results, this analysis provides

univariate test results and contrasts between groups. Patient

characteristics were added as covariates for the Multivariate-

GLM test to correct for initial differences between patients.

Results were summarized with the estimated marginal means

and the standard errors.

To further examine the effects of experimental conditions on

communication, we used principal component analysis allow-

Table 1

Distribution of patient characteristics amongst the three conditions

Condition 0,

care-as-usual

Condition 1,

illness

representations

Condition 2,

action plans

N (%)a N (%) N (%)

Observed consultations 31 20 19

Sex

Female 17 (55) 12 (60) 10 (53)

Age

<55 years 12 (39) 6 (30) 5 (26)

55–65 years 8 (26) 8 (40) 9 (48)

>65 years 11 (35) 6 (30) 5 (26)

Duration anti-hypertensive medication

0.5–4 years 9 (29) 8 (40) 6 (32)

4–6 years 13 (42) 3 (15) 8 (42)

>6 years 9 (29) 9 (45) 5 (26)

Level of educationb

Low 13 (42) 11 (55) 7 (37)

Medium 10 (32) 3 (15) 6 (31)

High 8 (26) 6 (30) 6 (32)

Living situation

Alone 4 (14) 2 (10) 5 (26)

With others 24 (86) 18 (90) 14 (74)

Paid occupation

None 4 (13) 3 (15) 0 (0)

Retired 17 (55) 9 (45) 5 (26)

Part-time 6 (19) 5 (25) 6 (32)

Full-time 4 (13) 3 (15) 8 (42)

M (S.D.) M (S.D.) M (S.D.)

Self-reported health (global health

status measure)c

79 (18) 73 (17) 79 (10)

Self-reported adherence to medication

prescriptions (MARS-5)c

96 (5) 97 (4) 94 (7)

Self-reported adherence to lifestyle

recommendations (LARS-5)c

77 (21) 77 (19) 72 (19)

a Percentage within condition; M = mean score, range 0–100, S.D. = standard

deviation.
b Low = vocational education; medium = general secondary education;

high = senior secondary and university education.
c Means were transformed to a 1–100 scale.

1 Intra-class correlations (ICCs) were calculated using (co)variances with

maximum likelihood estimation. ICCs with the random factor ‘GP’ proved non-

significant and were not substantial (mean .08; all < .16).
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ing for categorical data (CATPCA), with additional Multi-

variate-GLM [28–31]. This analysis identifies a small number

of dimensions that explain the variance observed in a large

number of variables.

3. Results

3.1. Discussing illness representations and action plans

across conditions

Table 2 shows the content of patient–GP communication for

the three conditions. As expected, the contents of commu-

nication differed across conditions. All illness representation

clusters, except consequences, gave significantly higher scores

for Condition 1 (illness representations) when compared to the

other conditions. The action plans cluster gave significantly

higher scores for Condition 2 (action plans) when compared to

Condition 0 (care-as-usual). Although a tendency was found for

Condition 2 to result in higher action plans scores than

Condition 1, this difference was not significant. This suggests

that discussing illness representations triggers some action plan

discussion as well.

3.2. General experimental effects on patient–GP

communication

Table 3 shows that the duration of consultations in

Conditions 1 and 2 was significantly longer than in Condition

0 (care-as-usual), although the GP trainees had been asked to

limit the duration of experimental consultations to 15 min. As a

result the amount of utterances was higher for both

experimental groups. As expected, in both experimental

conditions the percentage of affective communication was

higher. In addition, patient-directed gaze was significantly

higher for both experimental conditions.

Table 3 also shows that patients talked significantly more in

the experimental conditions. Higher scores for affective

utterances by GPs in the experimental condition coincided

with significantly higher scores for instrumental utterances by

patients. This seemingly contradictive result may be explained

Table 2

Discussing illness representations and action plans, estimated marginal means (in % of total consultation length) and the standard deviations for three conditions

Content** Condition 0,

care-as-usual

Condition 1,

illness representations

Condition 2, action

plans

Contrasts between groups

M S.E. M S.E. M S.E.

Identity* 7.96 1.05 11.20 1.27 0.50 1.42 (0 > 2, 1 > 2)

Time line* 0.95 0.46 4.59 0.56 0.17 0.63 (0 < 1, 1 > 2)

Consequences 1.37 0.44 1.60 0.54 0.11 0.60

Cause* 2.75 0.54 3.87 0.66 0.77 0.73 (0 > 2, 1 > 2)

Medication* 3.70 1.02 9.10 1.23 0.00 1.38 (0 < 1, 0 > 2, 1 > 2)

Action plans* 5.48 1.48 9.29 1.79 11.71 2.00 (0 < 2)

* Significant difference between groups using univariate tests from multivariate GLM.
** Significant difference between groups using multivariate GLM: hyp df = 12, error df = 106, F = 5.4, p < .001.

Table 3

Overall consultation characteristics, estimated marginal meansa (in % of total frequency) and the standard errors for three conditions

Condition 0,

care-as-usual

Condition 1, illness

representation

Condition 2,

action plans

Contrasts between groups

M S.E. M S.E. M S.E.

Consultation length (min)* 10.47 0.84 16.94 1.02 18.09 1.12 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

Total utterances* 251.15 27.41 427.33 33.13 457.35 36.21 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

%b patient-directed gaze* 67.77 2.79 85.30 3.37 83.92 3.79 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

Multivariate test**

% utterances GP* 55.88 0.94 48.91 1.13 51.00 1.24 (0 > 1, 0 > 2)

% utterances patient* 44.12 0.94 51.10 1.13 49.00 1.24 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

Multivariate test#

% affective utterances GP* 21.53 0.90 26.43 1.09 28.97 1.19 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

% instrumental utterances GP* 34.35 1.41 22.49 1.70 22.03 1.86 (0 > 1, 0 > 2)

% affective utterances patient* 16.03 0.88 11.64 1.06 9.94 1.16 (0 > 1, 0 > 2)

% instrumental utterances patient* 28.09 1.29 39.45 1.56 39.07 1.71 (0 < 1, 0 < 2)

a Estimated marginal means were calculated with GLM using correction for covariates.
b % of total utterances.
* Significant difference between groups using univariate tests from multivariate GLM.

** Significant difference between groups using multivariate GLM: hyp df = 2, error df = 58, F = 11.8, p < .001.
# Significant difference between groups using multivariate GLM: hyp df = 6, error df = 114, F = 6.7, p < .001.

D.T.D. de Ridder et al. / Patient Education and Counseling 66 (2007) 327–336330
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by patients feeling more comfortable to discuss medical issues

encouraged by the GP’s affective communication.

3.3. Patterns of communication

The communication categories discussed in Table 3

represent a broad spectrum. Restricting analyses to the broad

categories of affective and instrumental communication

inevitably leads to loss of information about the communication

between GPs and patients. To find patterns of communication,

both patient and GP communication categories were imported

in a CATPCA analysis, with ‘condition’ added as a

supplementary variable. The analysis accounted for a propor-

tion of total variance of 32%. According to the multivariate

GLM the position of t he conditions within the CATPCA model

significantly differed, F(4,132) = 31.25, p < .001.

The analysis resulted in one chart (Fig. 2) displaying the

relationships between all variables. The zero-point in Fig. 2

represents the mean component score of the sample. The

positions of the variables and their distance to the center of the

graph (zero point) are determined by their correlations with the

principal components (dimensions). The distances between the

variables (inversely) represent the correlations between them,

allowing for the calculation of an alpha coefficient between

clusters of variables.

Two dimensions (displayed on the x- and y-axis, respec-

tively) represent two basic communication styles that may

underlie the patient–GP communication. The content of the

dimensions can be interpreted by examining the position of the

variables in relation to the dimension. There is a very strong

first component (Dimension 1 on the x-axis) accounting for a

proportion of variance of 24% (Cronbach’s alpha .90). This

dimension represents a continuum of GP–patient communica-

tion from ‘Medical talk’ (left side of the figure) to

‘Psychosocial talk’ (right side). Considering the scores of

the three conditions in relation to this continuum, care-as-usual

consultations are characterized by ‘Medical talk’, action plan

consultations by ‘Psychosocial talk’, whereas illness repre-

sentation consultations are somewhere in between. The three

conditions significantly differed in their relationship to this

communication dimension according to Multivariate-GLM,

F(2) = 215.73, p < .001.

Dimension 2 (the y-axis in Fig. 2) represents a second

communication style and has a much lower proportion of

explained variance of 8% (Cronbach’s alpha .61). Dimension 2

is for the greater part defined by variables with a positive score,

forming a mixture of affective and instrumental patient

categories. These results suggest that a positive score on

Dimension 2 indicates communication about patients’ concerns

with their physical condition, whereas a negative score

indicates communication about general concerns and reflec-

tions. Considering the scores of the three experimental

conditions on this dimension, illness representations consulta-

tions have high scores on the second style of communication

whereas care-as-usual consultations and action plan consulta-

tions are characterized by less emphasis on patients concerns

with the physical condition. The Multivariate-GLM for

Dimension 2 showed a significant effect, F(2) = 3.89,

p < .05. However, although Condition 1 (illness representa-

tions) differed significantly from Conditions 0 (care-as-usual,

p < .01) and 2 (action plans, p < .05), Conditions 0 and 2 did

not differ significantly on this second style of communication.

Fig. 2. Relationships between patients’ and GPs’ communication categories according to principal component analysis. Dimension 1 represents ‘Medical talk’ vs.

‘Psychosocial talk’. Dimension 2 represents ‘concerns with physical condition’ vs. ‘general concerns/reflections’. The terms in the graph represent the position of the

variables on both dimensions. CaU, care-as-usual condition (Condition 0); IR, discussing illness representations (Condition 1); AP, discussing action plans (Condition

2): these terms represent the scores on both dimensions in terms of the three conditions.

D.T.D. de Ridder et al. / Patient Education and Counseling 66 (2007) 327–336 331
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The relationship between GP and patient communication

provides information about patterns in the GP–patient dialogue:

Fig. 2 shows that patient clusters are often close to the

corresponding GP clusters, which indicates high correlations

between them. For example, the psychosocial information

clusters of patients and GPs are close to each other, as are the

concerns clusters when related to Dimension 1 (the x-axis). So,

when GPs used a certain style, patients did so accordingly.

Patient characteristics did not affect the communication

dimensions identified by the CATPCA analysis, with the

exception of patients’ age: younger patients (<55 years)

engaged more frequently in ‘Psychosocial talk’, irrespective of

condition, F(2) = 4.16, p < .05.

4. Discussion and conclusion

4.1. Discussion

The present study is the first to apply Leventhal’s self-

regulatory model of illness to an observational patient–GP

communication study in medical practice. Leventhal’s model

highlights the concepts of patients’ illness representations and

action plans, which have proven to be important factors in the

way patients manage their disorders. We examined whether

discussion of illness representations and action plans improved

the quality of patient–GP communication compared to care-as-

usual communication.

As in previous studies [4,5], in the care-as-usual condition

only few illness representations and action plans were

discussed. However, after only 6 h of training GP trainees

were able to elicit patient’s illness representations or action

plans (depending on the condition GPs were assigned to). The

causal nature of this association must be interpreted with some

caution because of the quasi-experimental design (GP trainees

had different patients before and after training). However, the

finding that a change in communication was irrespective of

patient characteristics supports our interpretation of training

effects as does the systematic variation in GP trainees’

communication behavior across conditions.

It appeared that discussing illness representations triggered

some action plan discussion as well. For example, commu-

nicating about control/cure (what can be done to lower the

blood pressure) may invite discussion about how it can be

done. Nevertheless, communication styles were completely

different between groups: the ‘Medical talk’ focus in care-as-

usual consultations agrees with physicians overall disease-

orientated orientation during regular consultations [9].

Because of this orientation, physicians expect patients to

provide information to enable them to diagnose and treat the

disease. In contrast, action plan consultations were char-

acterized by ‘Psychosocial talk’, which brings high blood

pressure management in relation with patients’ lifestyle and

their personal situation. This agrees with the idea that action

plans should be specific and appropriate for the patient. As

intended, illness representations consultations were charac-

terized by an emphasis on patient’s concerns with their

physical condition.

We found that patients younger than 55 years, irrespective of

condition, discussed more ‘psychological talk’ (including

lifestyle) with there physician than older patients. Age

differences in type of communication were found in a review

study as well [32], but it is not certain who is responsible for this

difference, the patient or the physician.

According to other studies, both illness representations and

action plans are relevant for promoting adherence [13,14].

Earlier research indicated that illness representations and action

plans both need to be attended, because changes in the way the

patient perceives one factor has consequences for patient

perceiving of the other [3]. In order to address both aspects,

ideally a consultation should include more attention to patients’

concerns as well as to psychosocial/lifestyle issues.

A limitation of this study is the fact that the patients were

seen by a GP trainee and not by their regular GP. Although the

consultations in this study involved repeated visits for all

patients as they had been using anti-hypertensive medication

for at least 6 months, they did not have a long-term relationship

with the GP trainees. As a result it is uncertain if the care-as-

usual consultations performed by GP trainees were represen-

tative of regular consultations. However, the ‘Medical talk’

focus in care-as-usual consultations agrees with the orientation

of physicians during regular consultations [9]. Furthermore, in

a related study patient questionnaires showed that the care-as-

usual consultations were considered very similar to regular

consultations [3]. All together, the behavior of the physicians

and patients during the care-as-usual condition may be

generalized to regular consultations. Therefore, despite the

limited amount of video-observations, it can be assumed that

the findings in the other conditions can be reproduced if

physicians receive similar trainings.

It may be somewhat worrying that the experimental

consultations were about 7 min longer than the care-as-usual

consultations. This might deter GPs to actually use this new

approach. However, we consider the longer experimental

consultations as a temporary effect of introducing a new style of

communication to the patient. Whereas the GPs in our study

had the opportunity to get used to the new way of

communicating with patients during the training sessions,

patients may have felt somewhat overwhelmed by the new

approach because they were not prepared for the new

consultation styles in the way the GP trainees were. It is

known that training patients improves their communication

skills in information exchange [33,34], but so far there are no

studies that have examined whether patients can be ‘trained’

indirectly by training their physicians. Our study allowed for

one consultation only to guide patients through this whole new

role. Nevertheless, the results of our study are promising for

improving patient–GP communication in a way that when GPs

adopted a particular way of communication, patients were able

and willing to do so accordingly. This result corresponds with

the finding that physicians tend to set the consultation agenda

and patients are used to be receptive for the physicians’

initiative [35]. One might argue that the increased consultation

duration in the experimental conditions is also responsible for

the altered communication between patients and providers.

D.T.D. de Ridder et al. / Patient Education and Counseling 66 (2007) 327–336332
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However, from a study comparing primary care consultations in

The Netherlands and the USA it appears that longer

consultations do not automatically result in improved com-

munication as the longer consultations in the USA (15.4 min)

were more often characterized as bio-medically oriented

whereas the consultations of shorter duration in The Nether-

lands (9.5 min) were primarily characterized as socio-

emotionally oriented [36].

Both types of experimental consultations showed a

significant increase in patient contributions. This agrees with

a more patient-centered approach in medicine, which advocates

that GPs should be receptive to patients’ opinions and

expectations and must explore their preferences to help them

to make the right decisions [37]. In addition, patients in the

experimental conditions were better able to communicate their

views and concerns about their illness as well as think of ways

how they would deal with their illness. A previous study

demonstrated that these effects affected patients’ self-regula-

tion behavior for at least 1 month after the consultation [3]. A

large number of studies have shown that better communication

with patients’ results in increased patient satisfaction, greater

medication adherence, and improved clinical outcomes [38–

41]. Our study suggests that communication of illness

representations and action plans does affect communication

as a whole, but may also result in better self-regulation of

patients. Future research should examine in further detail how

provider communication techniques may increase patients’

self-regulation behavior. A number of authors have pointed to

obstacles that may threaten high quality patient provider

communication. These include insufficient time allotted for

consultations and competing incentives such as pressure to

generate revenue [42,43]. Communication training has been

proposed as an important factor to decrease the threat of

insufficient time for consultation with patients [44]. Our study

has demonstrated that a training program that includes the

explicit discussion of self-regulation in terms of illness

representations and action plans may be a promising area of

future research. As other studies have shown that it may be

difficult to retain training effects after some time (see [45] for

an exception), it is especially important that GPs learn to

recognize the benefits of their altered communication behavior.

Finding that patients are better able to deal with their illness in

terms of self-regulation skills may prove a powerful

reinforcement to maintain their altered communication

behavior.

4.2. Conclusion

In conclusion, compared with care-as-usual communication

the proportion of affective GP utterances was higher, and the

patients contributed more to the conversation in both

experimental conditions. In addition, it was found that when

GPs changed their style of communication patients did

accordingly, irrespective of patient characteristics. The explicit

consideration of illness representations or action plans during

medical consultation results in the improvement of patient–GP

communication as it enables GPs to pay more attention to

patients’ concerns and psychosocial/lifestyle issues.

4.3. Practice implications

The findings of the present study are relevant for medical

practice in two ways. First, it is important that general

practitioners after only six hours of training were able to

incorporate the skills to discuss illness representations or

actions plans in regular consultations with patients, even

though they showed some initial skepticism about the

relevance of discussing psychosocial topics. Second, our

study demonstrates that a relatively small change in the agenda

of consulting with patients has a large impact on the way

patient–provider communication proceeds. Together, our

study shows promise for improving patient–provider commu-

nication about patients’ illness representations and action

plans, both factors that have demonstrated their relevance for

affecting the way patients deal with their illness in previous

research.

The authors confirm that all patient/personal identifiers have

been removed or disguised so the patient/person(s) described

are not identifiable and cannot be identified through the details

of the story.
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Appendix A

Appendix B. Discussing illness representations and action plans (DIRAP) clusters; operationalisations and examples

Content Operationalisation Examples

Identity Discussing the patients disease label and associated

knowledge and emotions

GP: ‘‘Do you connect headache to your high blood pressure?’’

P: ‘‘Yes, but I didn’t experience any symptoms lately.

This high blood pressure frightens me’’

Time line Discussing patients beliefs about course of the disease P: ‘‘I think I will never get better’’ GP: ‘‘That might be correct,

most people keep this disorder’’

Consequences Discussing the effects of the disease on the patients life GP: ‘‘Are you worried about the consequences of your high

blood pressure?’’ P: ‘‘I am afraid to get a heart attack’’

Cause Discussing patients beliefs about what caused the disease

(e.g., degree of personal responsibility)

P: ‘‘No wonder my blood pressure is high, I worked too hard

this week’’. GP: ‘‘But according to medical knowledge

temporary work stress does not relate to chronic high

blood pressure’’
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Appendix B (Continued )
Content Operationalisation Examples

Control/cure Discussing patients beliefs about the possibility to control

or cure the disease

GP: ‘‘You can control your blood pressure, don’t you think?’’

P:‘‘I thought so, but not any more’’

Medication Discussing patients’ beliefs about medication prescriptions P: ‘‘I don’t want to get addicted to these pills’’. GP: ‘‘Don’t

worry, the chemicals used in high blood pressure medicine

do not cause addiction’’

Lifestyle recommendations Discussing patients beliefs about lifestyle recommendations GP: ‘‘It will help if you lose weight, what do you think about

that?’’ P: ‘‘I can not change my weight, even if I want’’

Action plans Discussing patients’ daily routines that might hinder or facility

performing an activity; using mental simulation of situation

P: ‘‘When I watch TV I forget to take my medication’’.

GP: ‘‘What would be a better time for you to take them?

Can you imaging this situation?’’
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